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Hares: JC, Manneken Pis, Murkury & Tison (the dog)
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Our GM called in the Hares (he forgot Tison the dog!) and thanked them for their Run, which was 
overlooking the Bang Wat Dam, above the Chaofa TOT station. Well done the four Hares! Just a point 
here, this was JC's 121st Hare, Murcury's 71st Hare, Manneken Pis's 18th Hare and Tison's 8th 
Hare! THANK YOU FOR YOUR WORK AND COMMITMENT TO PHHH FROM ALL AT 
PHHH!

RETURNERS in..just the three. Welcome home!

VIRGINS in... Four souls from...2 French girls, a Yank and a Englishman. Fungus was directed to the 
girls by the circle...due to the size of their tits! 
 
VISITING HASHERS...14. One from
London, PSYCODELIC and
THIRTEEN from Hong Kong Hash.
TIMBITS, FINGER LICKER,
TELECUM, FISHY FINGER, PINK
DICK, FREE FUCK, POLE
DANCER, OH SHIT, TBR,
GERIATIC, BARNACLE BILL, ET,
COALMAN. I must say the lads from
HK not only sang their hearts out but
told us jokes and stories (some just
cannot  be repeated here), giving us
great entertainment. Thanks so much
from all at PHHH. Have a safe journey home and please come again!

GM got in all the GERMANS  as France had just beat them in the semi finals of the Euros. He gave 
them beers to say sorry!

RUN OFFENSES...Moonwalker got in the Hares as Murkury was telling everyone to go one way and 
JC the other way!  Now this (the Hares) was going to be a major theme for this circle! Fungus next up 
and he called in the Hares as Murkury must of sent the Web Master 62 emails  telling him of injuries to 
the Hares! He then called in Mind The Gap as they had fallen way behind the front runners and MTG 
noticed the heads of the runners in front of them well above them but really close, so she told 
Fungus...lets short cut...and they just climbed up and joined them! Manneken Pis got in his fellow 
Hares and told us that JC and Murkury were like old women (nothing new there!) Murkury told JC 
when the runners came in early...see I told you we didn't take them far enough! He let them go...then 
called them in again. Now Murkury has a new app on his phone that checks the distance via GPS. He 
had worked out that he had laid paper on 3.4 km and JC 2.5 = 5.9 km...but the total Run was only 4.3 
km...get a new app Murkury! I called in the Hares as when JC got to the laager site(late as usual) he 
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was moaning about the laager..it should have been round the corner not here, it's crap..so he got in the 
truck and did a 17 point turn to churn the laager up! SADG called all the Hashers in without a Hash 
shirt on. He told them to take their nonconforming shirts off. He then put them in the rubbish bag and 
poured beer over them and then sat on the bag...buy a Hash shirt tight arses! Minnie Mouse called in 
her daughter Gremlin as she had just passed her car driving test. She then called in JC and told us he 
had failed the same test! Manneken Pis called in all the whole Cartoon family and tells us that Cartoon 
is not happy that their daughter can now drive, as he fears that she will become a taxi for Minnie 
Mouse and that MM will go back on the piss! I then called back the Cartoon family as Cartoon was 
going crazy when MM was telling us about Gremlin...oh I will have to buy her a car now!

RUN SHIRTS...Our Hash Flash, Tequilla 
Slapper gets her well earned 200 Run shirt. 
Fucking Near Water also  gets his 200 Run 
shirt. Well done to both of you!

STEWARD...Virgin My Arse (she still here?) 
She started her spot by calling in the Iron 
Pussy and the HK mob..she got them in lines 
opposite each other. She told the HK lads that 
they in the IP have a little bit different  down 
down to PHHH..so they showed them and the 
HK lads were so, so glad! She then called in 

Ronhda Whitehead as when she was running RW went arse over tit! VMA then told us that it was 
indeed RW's birthday..her 41st birthday!...HBYC!....It was at this point, due to maybe a long circle, it 
was that noisy I could not hear any more, even moving two times!..I just know VMA did a great job, in 
spite of the noise and made us all laugh! We really must agree how we want to respect our speakers!

DEPARTERS in... six...not waiting for the rain to really start!

HARES in...As both our Run Masters were Hares I was
today's Run Master. I told the Hares that our Run Masters
asks the circle to vote for Hash Shit, I was not and I was
going to decide who was to get Hash Shit! As I have already
pointed out Tison (Murkury's dog) has now done 8 Hares.. I
have witnessed many times his dog chasing cows or
chickens...So there cannot be any other recipient  for Hash
Shit than.......TISON THE DOG! I put the Hash Shit seat over
his little doggy head!

ON ON, NOT CLEAVER

SEE YOU ALL NEXT WEEK


